
 

BY THE COMPRESSED AIR CHALLENGE®

What Are Your Demands?

The SySTemS ApproAch  

A basic element in the Compressed Air Challenge® (CAC) 

philosophy is that compressed air system optimization should 

be addressed using “The Systems Approach.” This method 

recognizes that improving and maintaining peak compressed 

air system performance requires addressing both the supply 

and the demand sides of a system, and understanding how  

the two interact. 

“The road to energy efficiency involves more than just fixing the leaks,” says Ross Orr, an experienced 

auditor with Scales Industrial Technologies and a certified CAC instructor. “If you don’t investigate the 

rest of the system, then you leave a lot of money on the table,” he continues. “We have seen instances 

where addressing an inappropriate use of compressed air cut the total system demand by more than  

half. A very important step in planning a new compressed air system, or in upgrading an existing system, 

is to look closely at how compressed air is used.” 

“One of the biggest issues preventing most plants from maximizing their compressed air system’s 

efficiency is understanding it is, in fact, a system — not just compressors and some piping,” explains 

David Booth, another certified CAC instructor and Sullair’s lead auditor/trainer. “In most cases, if you  

ask a plant to show you their compressed air system, they take you to the compressor room, but that’s 

just one part — the supply side. Few are able to even identify their largest or most critical end users — 

the demand side,” says Booth. “Fewer still know these end users’ actual requirements — pressure, flow 

and air quality. The CAC Fundamentals course does a nice job introducing these concepts by providing 

some basic knowledge on the components, and then building on them to get participants thinking  

about not just how they produce air, but how they actually use it. It really makes them think about 

the whole system.” 

The investigation of the demand side involves breaking the system down into end uses, parts or 

“constituents,” and assessing the characteristics of these elements. In this way, proper planning  

of efficiency and other system improvement measures can be accomplished without negatively  

affecting the system.

 “The road 
to energy 
efficiency 

involves more 
than just fixing 

the leaks. If 
you don’t 

investigate 
the rest of the 
system, then 

you leave a lot 
of money on 

the table.”
— Ross Orr, Auditor 
with Scales Industrial 

Technologies and 
certified CAC instructor
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“Too often, facility managers just want to buy a new compressor and think that will solve all their 

energy efficiency woes,” says Orr. “Quite often, we find even new compressors that are inefficient  

at part load, or a system with a control strategy that cannot efficiently react to this new lower system 

demand without some modifications.”

“When you can step back and take a systems approach to start analyzing the compressed air system 

as a whole, you start to see what is reasonable and efficient for the whole plant, and not just one 

component or one user,” explains Booth. “Often a plant will specify and spend more money on a 

compressor just because it is 1–2% more efficient at some rated full load condition. But, that same 

plant may be adding 10–20% to their annual costs due to unnecessarily elevated pressures, or be 

wasting 30–40% of their compressed air through leaks or by using it to drive equipment that should 

not be powered by compressed air in the first place.”

How Much Compressed Air Is Needed?

The CAC’s Best Practices Manual (BPM) discusses end use analysis in several sections, and is a  

very good reference tool when studying your system. The following is an excerpt from Section 1:  

The Demand Side –– How to Analyze New and Existing Compressed Air Systems, from Best Practices 

for Compressed Air Systems. This 325- page manual is available at our bookstore.

1. What Is the Use?

Each industry is different, and each plant within any given industry is unique. A new plant 

will have specific initial requirements, but these will change over time, and anticipated 

growth should be considered in the initial design. 

 p Identify and tabulate anticipated end uses and quantify rate-of-flow 
compressed air requirements

 p Machinery and processes requiring compressed air should be identified by 
type and the manufacturer’s specified air flow requirements should be noted 

 p General-use plant air also should be identified and quantified

 “Few plants are able to identify their largest or 
most critical end users of compressed air. Fewer  

still know the actual requirements of the end users.”
— David Booth, Certified CAC Instructor and Sullair’s Lead Auditor/Trainer
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2. What Is the True (or actual) Air Requirement?

 p List each by type, using a table similar to Table 
1: Basic Demand Flow Chart, and the tables 
appearing in the Best Practices Manual, which 
also show typical uses of compressed air

 p Identify alternatives to any potentially 
inappropriate uses (See Fact Sheet 2 at http://
www.compressedairchallenge.org/library/
factsheets/factsheet02.pdf)

 p Identify steady or intermittent demand

 p Check number of shifts and resulting variations

 p Use equipment manufacturer’s specifications for:

– Average flow rate requirement

– Maximum flow rate requirement

– Minimum pressure requirement  

(challenge the stated requirement)

– Maximum pressure requirement  

(is there a built-in pressure regulator?)

– Air quality requirement (e.g. oil free,  

degree of dryness and filtration)

 p Note the locations (groupings or scattered?)

 p Estimate potential future additions

 p Estimate total air flow and best and worst case 
scenarios (include provision for leaks)

 p Develop a “Demand Profile Chart”

 p Shut off air to any application not in use

 p Determine the range of pressure requirements 
(should some be segregated?)

 p Determine if oil-free applications should be 
segregated or if all applications should be oil free

 p Determine maintenance needs

 p Each End Use Should Be Compared  
with Alternatives and Justified. 

3. Why the Use?

Not all uses of compressed air are appropriate or  

efficient, but in some cases may still be the better  

alternative (refer to “Potential Inappropriate End Uses”). 

4. How to Develop a Demand Profile Chart

Misapplication of compressed air at the end use is very 

common, and results in the system operating inefficiently. A 

demand profile chart can assist in identifying applications that 

lead to poor system performance, excessive energy costs and 

increased maintenance and repair expenses. Minimum, average 

and peak rates of flow, combined with on/off cycle times, are 

important criteria.

The demand profile chart will provide the information for 

an overview of the system to determine the actual end use 

requirements. For a new plant, the chart is a compilation  

of the data required to select the total compressor capacity  

and the system operating pressure. The manufacturers  

of the end use equipment should provide this data.

For an existing plant, an analysis of the data can assist in 

determining where system inefficiencies exist or where there 

may be opportunities for improvement. For example, an end 

use with small air consumption can cause the entire system 

to operate at elevated pressure. Determine if the application 

can be modified to operate at a lower pressure or if it should 

be segregated to allow the main system to operate at a lower 

pressure. For an intermittent high-volume use, additional 

storage may avoid the need to continually operate compressors 

inefficiently at partial load, merely to meet an occasional peak 

requirement. Table 1 shows a typical demand profile chart. 

End use equipment is often added or modified, so you should 

update the chart periodically so that it remains current.
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T H E  S Y S T E M S  A P P R O A C H :  W H A T  A R E  Y O U R  D E M A N D S ?
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TABLE 1: BASIC DEMAND PROFILE CHART

OPERATION
PRESSURE

(PSIG)

CONTINUOUS AVERAGE PEAK CYCLE TIME

(DEMAND IN CFM) ON OFF

Air Hoists 80 N/A 16.6 200 5 min 55 min

Open, Handheld 
Blow Guns

90 100 100 100 N/A N/A

Vacuum 
Generation  

(venturi cups)
80 100 100 100 Production Non-production

Automated 
Assembly

80 200 200 200 Non-production Non-production

Miscellaneous 
Uses

70 N/A 160 200 N/A N/A

Large Pneumatic 
Clamps  

(10 min each hr)
85 N/A 16.6 200 10 sec 10 sec

Pneumatic 
Actuators

80 50 50 100 Production Production

Air Leaks 80 300 300 300 N/A N/A

TOTAL — 750 943 1,400 — —

Notes: 

•	 In	some	end	uses,	the	minimum	flow	rate	may	be	very	low	or	zero	(cycle	time	
–off) until an intermittent operation (demand event) occurs, when there is a 
large demand (peak flow rate) for a given period of time (cycle time – on).  
The combination of these will determine the average rate of flow 

•	End	uses	having	a	steady	rate	of	demand	can	be	identified	only	 
with the average flow rate

 

•	Peak	flow	events	may	require	additional	primary	storage	and/or	secondary	
storage to maintain stable system pressures (rate of flow issues for end  
use applications are covered in detail in the CAC’s Best Practices Manual) 

•	When	preparing	a	demand	profile,	pressures	should	also	be	considered,		
since	not	all	end	use	applications	require	the	same	pressure	

TABLE 2: A TYPICAL “END USE” DEMAND LIST.

END USE

MINIMUM LOAD AVERAGE LOAD PEAK LOAD

(DEMAND IN CFM)

Baghouses/Dust Collectors    0   15   300

Packing Lines   40   60    80

Transport 1    0   48   482

Transport 2    0   67   670

Transport 3    0   90   900

Crushing  160  160   160

Miscellaneous  150  150   150

Open Drainage   50   50    50

Artificial Demand 1  150  150   150

Leaks  850  850   850

TOTAL 1,400 1,640 3,792

1 Artificial demand is defined as the excess air required by a system’s 
unregulated uses because the system is being operated at a pressure  
in excess of production’s true requirements. Unregulated end uses and  
leaks are increased by higher operating pressures. Conversely, decreasing  
system pressures will decrease unregulated uses and leaks, decreasing  
total demand. 

Note: there is much more information in the BPM in regards  
to the following items.

•	Number	of	shifts	and	resulting	variations

•	Average	and	maximum	flow	requirements

•	When	is	air	used	(and	when	not).

•	What	about	leaks?

•	What	is	the	future?

•	What	pressure	is	needed	and	why?

•	Where	is	the	use?
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T H E  S Y S T E M S  A P P R O A C H :  W H A T  A R E  Y O U R  D E M A N D S ?

To obtain your own copy of the Best Practices Manual,  
please visit www.compressedairchallenge.org.

Final words from David Booth:

“When you take a systems approach, you can see that to 

maximize efficiency, the focus and effort must be balanced 

between the supply and demand sides. For peak efficiency, 

you must produce air most efficiently, but you must also 

conserve and use it most efficiently. In a real balance, if 

you move the fulcrum or focus point too far to one side or 

the other, it requires significantly more effort on that side  

to reach a balance. If you focus all your efforts on only 

one side (i.e. supply or demand), at first you may achieve 

reasonably good results, but it will become increasingly 

difficult to maintain, and will require expending more and 

more capital and human resources to keep improving. A 

much smaller effort and investment on the other side may 

result in huge savings.”  

For more information, please visit www.compressedairchallenge.org.

 “When you take 
a systems 

approach, you 
can see that 
to maximize 

efficiency, the 
focus and 

effort must 
be balanced 
between the 
supply and 

demand sides.”
— David Booth, Certified 

CAC instructor  
and Sullair’s lead 

auditor/trainer
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LITERATURE & SERVICES PICKS 

New Edition of “Best Practices for Compressed Air 
Systems®” from the Compressed Air Challenge® 

The Compressed Air Challenge® has released the Second Edition 
of their authoritative “Best Practices for Compressed Air Systems®.”* 
The Best Practices manual provides tools needed to reduce operating 
costs associated with compressed air and to improve the reliability  
of the entire system. The 325-page manual addresses the improvement 
opportunities from air entering the compressor inlet filter, through 
the compressor and to storage, treatment, distribution and end uses, 
both appropriate and potentially inappropriate. Numerous examples 
of how to efficiently control existing and new multiple compressor 
systems are provided in one of the many appendices.

The Best Practices manual created by the Compressed Air Challenge® 
begins with the considerations for analyzing existing systems or designing 
new ones. The reader can determine how to use measurements to audit 
their own system, how to calculate the cost of compressed air and even 
how interpret electric utility bills. Best practice recommendations for 
selection, installation, maintenance and operation of all the equipment  
are included in each section.

*The Best Practices for Compressed Air Systems® manual 
is a product of the Compressed Air Challenge®, co-authored 
by Bill Scales and David McCulloch and is not associated  
with Compressed Air Best Practices® Magazine.

Compressed Air Challenge®

www.compressedairchallenge.org

The Book on Compressed Air Common Sense Answers

NEW! Providing practical solutions to the everyday issues facing plant 

staffs who operate and maintain plant air systems and the engineering 

staff who design and evaluate air systems. Real life experiences flow 

throughout covering common problems and opportunities that touch 

all industries. New electronic energy saving products are reviewed in 

detail, and how to apply them through the complete air system, from 

the compressor room to the shipping dock, is explained. Savings 

calculation methods and measurement protocols are identified. Features 

“Ask the Experts” section answering questions posed by real users to  

Air Power USA staff. (Red book, Hard cover. 1st edition — 2009). 

Black/white print copy $85.00 US 

Color print copy $105.00 US 

To purchase, call Air Power USA at 740-862-4112  

or visit www.airpowerusainc.com
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